
 

Fly of the Month                              The Zonker  

 
Hook   :- Size 6-8-10 Kamasan B 830 or similar long  
               shank pattern 

 

Thread :- Black 

 

Body    :- Usually mylar or some other flashy tubing.  

                An underbody of lead wire is optional 

 

Wing   :- Rabbit fur zonker strip 

 

Rib      :- Fine wire.  The zonker is not always ribbed,  

                                                                                                      depending on the tying method used 

                                                                                        

                                                                                      Hackle :- Throat hackle of red marabou fibres 

 

The Zonker is another fly which is a style of tying rather than a particular pattern. The original was 

devised by Dan Byford, an American tackle dealer, in the mid seventies and is loosely based on 

some New Zealand fur flies which were just becoming popular at the time. Dan used a folded piece 

of thin metal sheeting folded over the hook in a keel shape for the body but when mylar and other 

mesh tubing became available they became the generally accepted body material of choice. 

 

The traditional way of tying Zonkers is without ribbing. The body is tied on starting at the bend of 

the hook and finishing behind the eye.  You then trim the zonker strip to a point and remove some 

of the fur, giving you a neat ‘bald’ point to tie down. Add the beard hackle and finish off in the 

usual way, i.e. build up a head and cut the thread. The thread is then re-attached at the rear of the 

body, the zonker strip pulled back and secured by working the thread down through the fur a few 

times and tying it off.  The zonker strip is then cut to your preferred length and the two tie down 

points varnished. 

 

An alternative way of tying the fly uses a rib and is generally not suited to a body with mylar or 

other tubing as a rib wound over it doesn’t look very attractive. It’s basically the same as tying a 

matuka in that you start your thread at the eye, take it back to the bend and then tie in your ribbing 

wire. The body of the fly is wound on with the thread finishing behind the eye of the hook. Next 

comes the zonker strip which is given a ‘bald’ point and tied in. …..leave your thread hanging.  Pull 

the strip back along the shank and then wind the ribbing wire forward through the separated fur 

fibres. This is more easily done by dampening the fur . The wire is then secured where the thread 

was left hanging, a beard hackle added, and the fly finished by building up and varnishing a thread 

head and trimming the tail end to length. 

 

Variations on the Zonker theme are endless. Fur is available in different colours and from animals 

other than rabbit these days. Some of the barred varieties look very good. Body material can be 

anything from dubbing to sparkle chenille to the ever popular mylar tubing with some coloured 

thread underneath it. A butt can be tied at the bend to show a bit of colour under the tail and the 

beard hackle can be any colour you like. Beadhead Zonkers are also often tied. Let your 

imagination run riot ! 
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